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Abstract:

Ensemble learning is an active field in Data

Mining research in last decade. Many literatures have been
emerged and a terrific program has been made. It is
important for data miners to achieve high classification
accuracy of prediction models and especially true for

Classification of imbalanced datasets is a common
problem in many domains, such as, network intrusion
detection, detecting fraudulent transactions, direct
marketing Web mining, and medical diagnostics.For
example, in medical databases when classifying the data
from imbalanced dataset as abnormal or not[4] .

imbalanced data. This paper has been designed to find out

The nature of the application requires a fairly

the best mining classification method DataBoost.IM for

high detection rate of the minority class and allows for a

detect root cell of liver cancer with imbalanced dataset. The
essential idea of DataBoost.IM is to use a weighted

small error ate in the majority class since the cost of
misclassifying a cancerous patient as non-cancerous can

distribution for different minority class samples and
majority class samples according to their level of difficulty

be very high.

in imbalanced learning. Finally, we proposed a new concept

II.

of analyzing ensemble learning DataBoost.IM algorithm

RELATED WORK:

which shows high efficiency compare than AdaBoost,

Boosting was introduced by Schapire in 1990 as

DataBoost and AdaBoost1.

a method for boosting the performance of a weak learning
Index-Term - DataBoost.IM , AdaBoost, AdaBoost1,
Imbalanced Dataset

I.

algorithm. Recently expanded in Freund in 1996[7].
AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) was introduced by Freund
& Schapire in 1995.It also called as AdaBoost.M1. The

INTRODUCTION

AdaBoost algorithm generates a set of classifiers and
Many real world data mining applications

votes based on two algorithms differ substantially. It

involve learning from imbalanced data sets. When

generates the classifiers sequentially and range the

learning

weights of the training instances provided as input to each

imbalanced

data

sets

machine

learning

algorithms tend to produce high predictive accuracy over

inducer [10].

the majority class and minority class, but poor predictive
In particular, boosting is an ensemble method

accuracy over the minority class [3].

where the performance of weak classifiers is improved by
focusing on seed examples which are difficult to classify.
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Boosting algorithms found a series of classifiers and the
outputs of these classifiers are combined using weighted
voting in the final prediction of the model [10].
In each step of the series, the training examples
are re-weighted and selected based on the performance of
earlier classifiers in the training series. This produces a
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set of “easy” examples with low weights and a set of hard

diverse set of Pareto front classifiers using a GP approach

ones with high weights. During each of the iterations,

for ensemble learning in class imbalance problem.

boosting attempts to produce new classifiers that are
better able to predict examples for which the previous

In

order

to

ensure

optimal

classification

classifier’s performance is poor. This is achieved by

accuracy for minority and majority class, DataBoost-IM

concentrating on classifying the hard examples correctly.

algorithm was proposed in where synthetic data examples

Recent studies have indicated that boosting algorithm is

are generated for both minority and majority classes

applicable to a broad spectrum of problems with great

through the use of “seed” samples. This algorithm

success [10, 11].

combines

boosting,

an

ensemble-based

learning

algorithm, with data generation developed by Hongyu
III.

ENSEMBLE LEARNING FOR CLASS

Guo and Herna L Viktor in 2004 [13].This algorithm to

IMBALANCE:

identify separately hard examples from generate synthetic
examples for class. It also calculates the overall class

An ensemble model is a combination of two or

distribution and the total weights of class’s are

more models to avoid the drawbacks of individual models

rebalanced to improve the learning algorithms of majority

and to achieve high accuracy. The two models are

class and minority class. It assigned an equal weight for

combined by using high confidential wins scheme

each samples of original training set. It identified hard

[14].Combining

samples (seed samples).Generate set of synthetic samples

techniques

i.e.

ensemble

learning

oversampling,

with

sampling

undersampling

and

and added to the original training set. Calculate the total

SMOTE, to create balanced samples is a popular

weights of different classes are rebalanced Find error rate

approach for classification with imbalanced data [16][17].

of classifier for a threshold value.

In [17],two new boosting undersampling methods are
developed for create balanced samples. It also compared

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

to 13 other sampling and boosting approaches in the
literature.
The comparative analysis of the proposed work
In [15] trained on balanced and imbalanced

has been performed on Weka tool [15] using liver cell

bootstrap samples using base classifiers and also

dataset. This dataset contains 1650 liver patient records

compared a bagging approach for fraud detection. The

with 10 attributes that are fine-needle aspiration biopsy

overall classification accuracy in trained on balanced

(FNAB) specimen’s tests. In this dataset the liver cell

samples using base classifiers to be more effective. In

function tests are total high cellularity, acinar pattern,

[16] bagging method in ensemble learning combined with

trabecular

EMO approach is used to evolve a population of binary

irregularly granular chromatin, uniformly prominent

classifiers for two UCI benchmark dataset.

nucleoli, multiple nucleoli, increased nuclear/cytoplasmic

pattern,

hyperchromasia,

pleomorphism,

ratio, and atypical naked hepatocytic nuclei.
In imbalanced datasets improve minority class
accuracy using ensemble diversity but degrade majority
class accuracy. However, the accuracies of both classes
improve together when ensemble diversity is increased in
balanced data sets. The [18] NCL approach used for
minority class problem in imbalanced dataset. NCL
approach used to maximize ensemble accuracy in
minority class. It also combined with SPEA2 for evolve a

This dataset contains 982 These attributes were
examined in a series of 82 FNAB specimens from 982
liver cancer cell records and 668 non liver cancer cell
records With the use of a step-wise logistic regression
analysis, three features were identified as predictive of
HCC: increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio (P = 0.001),
trabecular pattern (P = 0.002), and atypical naked
hepatocytic nuclei (P = 0.03). The experimental result has
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been evaluated based on three major parameter as

ensemble learning and machine learning techniques. In

accuracy, mean square error and time which are shown in

this paper has also analyzed Individual cell classification,

table2.

since the dataset has only limited number of records
which may reduce overall cell detection performance and

The experimental result has been evaluated based on
three major parameters as accuracy, mean square error

the main aim of this paper is to examine individual cell
detection completely.

and time which are shown in table2.
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